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Task 1 – RIV (4 Credits)
Let F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1} × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n be a secure PRF, and CTR : {0, 1}k ×
{0, 1}n × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ be the CTR mode with some secure block cipher internally. Let
K1,K2 ∈ {0, 1}

k denote two independent secret keys.

Alice tried to make RIV a little more efficient and proposes a variant RIV′. Given message
M and header H, RIV′ encrypts and authenticates as follows:

• M ′ ← Prepend n zero bits to M .

• Split M ′ into ML ‖MR, where MR consists of the last n bits of M and ML consists of
the rest of M .

• Use MR as input to the right side and encrypt as RIV.

• The result CL ‖CR builds the authenticated ciphertext, i.e. including the tag.

Show either why the modified RIV′ construction is also secure under release of unverified
plaintext or show an efficient attack on privacy or authenticity.
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Task 2 – HCBC1′ (4 Credits)
The on-line cipher below is a mirrored version of HCBC1, which we call HCBC1′, hereafter.
Let E : {0, 1}k×{0, 1}n → {0, 1}n denote a secure block cipher, H : {0, 1}k×{0, 1}n → {0, 1}n

an ǫ-AXU hash function, and let K,L ∈ {0, 1}k denote two random and independent secret
keys. Describe either an attack on HCBC1′ in the RoR-OPRP-CPA model or explain why
it is secure.
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Task 3 – Simple COPE (5 Credits)
Consider the following simplified version of COPE shown below. We only consider messages
whose length is a multiple of the block length. Instead of the original COPE, we use a
tweakable block cipher Ẽ : {0, 1}k × T × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n, with tweak set T := {0, 1} ×
{0, 1}n−1 and secret key K ∈ {0, 1}k . So, our simplified version replaces all masks with
distinct tweaks.

a) Explain if our simplification affects the security of the construction. Does it make COPE
more, equally, or less secure?

b) Describe either an attack in the RoR-OPRP-CCA model, where one can ask plaintext
and ciphertext queries, or explain why this version of COPE is secure.
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Task 4 – Implementation (5 Credits)
Implement a simplified version of McOE-X [1] with AES-128 in Python. Use AES-128 as
block cipher, e.g. from the pycrypto module. Implement tag splitting for messages whose
length is not a multiple of 128 bits. Your program should use an API similar to that below.
It does not have to be particularly efficient, but should as readable as possible.

1 #!/ usr/bin/env python

2 from crypto import cipher

3

4 class McOEX:

5

6 def __init__ (self):

7 # TODO : Create the cipher

8

9 def setup(self , k):

10 """ Initializes the cipher ’s keys ."""

11 # TODO

12

13 def encrypt_and_authenticate(self , n, a, m):

14 """ Encrypts the message and returns concatenated , ciphertext and tag

15 (C || T), stores the authentication tag T that corresponds to the given

16 tuple of nonce , associated data , and message (N, A, M)."""

17 # TODO

18

19 def decrypt_and_verify (self , n, a, c):

20 """ Given a tuple of nonce , associated data , ciphertext (N, A, C),

21 decrypts it and returns the corresponding plaintext M if and only if

22 C is authentic . Returns None and no information about M if any

23 error occurs."""

24 # TODO
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